In order to solve the problem of plot association for multi-sensor in sea clutter environment, a method is presented based on Hungary algorithm, which is translated into an assignment problem. Plots from the same target are associated by constituting association matrix which describes global nearest neighbor similarity among plots, and the optimum association sequence is calculated by Hungary algorithm. Simulations show that the algorithm can efficiently identify and associate targets in complex state with sea clutter, such as targets with parallel movement, targets with intersecting movement, and target with turning movement. Its facile realization could offer some references to study on plot fusion.
Introduction
The traditional function of sensor is to process signal of targets, acquire plots and combine plots into tracks, and plots are not available output of sensor for their fallibility and low precision. But plots are original data of targets and a great deal of information is ignored in the course from plot to track. Otherwise, owing to the development of signal process technology in recent years, the precision of plot is improved in process of centroid and acquisition. Therefore, plot fusion would obtain more reasonable movement information of targets [1] , which is an important aspect for area of target tracking and data fusion.
For single radar, there is only one plot deputizing the target, although it is nondescript with supposititious plots around, which deputize sea clutter, weather clutter, noise and disturbance. While in the plot fusion for multi-sensor and multi-platform, one target has many plots detected by different radars, which are affected by navigation system and sensor system errors and disperse in a certain area [2] . The main work of plot fusion for multi-sensor and multi-platform is to associate plots from the same target based on global nearest neighbor similarity among plots. The paper constitutes association matrix and obtains optimum association sequence calculated by Hungary algorithm, which is translated into an assignment problem. Then the validity of plot association for multi-sensor is tested by some examples.
Plot association model
In the fusion center, plots associated with a track are confirmed by global nearest neighbor similarity between plots packet and fusion tracks store, if the statistic distance of a plot and a track is less than the association limit. Generally speaking, a plot may be associated with some tracks. It is also possible to be an isolated one not associated with any track [3] [4] . The first work is to find global many-to-many associations between plots packet and fusion tracks store. And the global similarity for every association is expressed by associating coefficient, ij α , which is calculated by the minimal statistic distance between plots and tracks.
Supposing that all state values are estimated by space-time calibration [5] , the state difference of plot i and fusion track j in the time is obtained as formula (1) . k
The statistic distance between plot and fusion track i j in the time is defined as follows. k
are estimating state error covariance of plot i and fusion track
For plots in packet and tracks in fusion center, the association matrix is obtained based on statistic distances. In order to get an optimized assignment for association sequence of plots and fusion tracks in the time , the association matrix is calculated and transformed following some principles. k (1) There is only one assigned element in every row of the association matrix. (2) There is only one assigned element in every column of the association matrix. (3) The summation of all assigned elements in association matrix is a minimum. Therefore, the plot association model is described by some restriction expressions as formula (5). It would be more effective for association to filter plots in certain area by cumulate information of fusion tracks before constituting the association matrix, which can reduce some excrescent association sequences in advance.
Calculation of association matrix by Hungary algorithm
If a constant is added to or subtracted from all elements in a row or a column of coefficient matrix, the assignment result is invariable. Herewith, the Hungary algorithm [6] [7] picks out the optimum solution which costs least in an assignment by transforming the association matrix and producing zero elements. In the new matrix, there are one or mare zero elements in every row or column and negative elements are unallowed.
The assignment model as formula (5) transformed from plot association is a special layout problem of integer, which can be transformed to a normal layout model by expanding the association matrix to a phalanx. Take the maximum dimension of row or column in association matrix as the rank of extended phalanx, and set zero as extended elements which are considered as supposititious plots.
There are five steps to calculate the association matrix by Hungary algorithm as follows.
(1) Constitute phalanx by expanding the association matrix with zero.
(2) Subtracted the least element from all elements in the same row and assure that there are one or more zeros in every row. Dispose every column in the same way.
(3) Mark zero elements in the disposed phalanx and line the row or column passing the marked zero elements. There would be a line sequence with least lines when all zero elements are marked and lined, and go to step (5) if the rank of extended phalanx equals to the number of zero elements marked, or else go to step (4).
(4) Find the least value in elements not lined and adjust the disposed phalanx by subtracting the least element from all elements in rows without transverse line and adding the least element to all elements in columns without vertical line. Then turn to step (3) and revolve.
(5) Set corresponding with a zero element in final phalanx as 1, and contrarily set it as 0. Then export the optimum assignment results.
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Simulation
Set plot association stage of two ships observing four targets to verify feasibility and validity of plot association for multi-sensor based on Hungary algorithm, showed as Fig. 1 . There are three representative scenarios with sea clutter obeying correlated k-distribution [8] . The model of plot association for multi-sensor based on Hungary algorithm searches global optimum solution by some restriction expressions, and it is facile to compile program for the Hungary algorithm calculating plot association matrix. Simulations intuitively ascertain that the algorithm opportunely calculates association matrix and obtains the optimum association sequence.
Conclusion
Plot fusion results for multi-sensor depend on correct association of plots, which can obtain more reasonable movement information of targets than track fusion. The paper constitutes association matrix which describes global nearest neighbor similarity among plots and transforms the plot association problem to an assignment problem. Then Plots from the same target are associated by calculating the optimum association sequence based on Hungary algorithm. Simulations show that the algorithm can efficiently identify and associate targets in complex state with sea clutter, such as targets with parallel movement, targets with intersecting movement, and target with turning movement. Its facile program for the Hungary algorithm calculating plot association matrix could offer some references to study on plot fusion.
